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Introduction
Childhood obesity, caused in part by the lack of physical activity and poor nutrition habits, has
become a serious health problem in the United States. The annual National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (1999-2002) by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found that
about one-third of children and adolescents are either at risk, or already overweight. In Contra
Costa County, a 2007 report entitled “Community Health Indicators for Contra Costa County,”
revealed that more than 1 in 4 fifth graders are overweight. Furthermore, studies show that
overweight children and adolescents are now more likely to become obese as adults. Fortunately,
communities have local after-school programs to improve the health of children by providing
instruction and strong role modeling behaviors to help promote physical and nutrition activities
everyday.
Since 2003, the Nutrition, Exercise and Wellness (NEW) Kids Program, a collaboration between
the Los Medanos Health Care District, Contra Costa Health Services (CCHS), Mt. Diablo Regional
YMCA, and the Pittsburg and Mt. Diablo Unified School Districts have worked together to address
childhood obesity in East Contra Costa County. The NEW Kids Program has provided high quality
after-school physical activity and nutrition education classes to over 1,000 elementary schools
students in Bay Point and Pittsburg, and provided trainings to seventy after-school staff. These
efforts are just the beginning stages of the program’s expansion of services countywide.
The NEW Kids Program was inspired to develop and design the Kids Just Wanna Have Fun training
and activity resource guide. Its goal is to assist after-school programs to build their own capacity
to provide physical activity and nutrition education in their everyday programming. Based on the
Youth Development Model, the guide offers after-school staff with fun, interactive activities
that promote healthful eating behaviors and increased movement and play.
We would like to acknowledge all of the NEW Kids partners for their assistance in helping to
develop the resource guide for the health and well being of all Contra Costa children. We would
like to extend a special thanks to the Los Medanos Community Healthcare District Board for
their support.

How to Use the Activity Guide
The Kids Just Wanna Have Fun guide, offers after-school providers with an array of fun and
interactive physical and nutrition activities for students in grades K-6. The activities are drawn
from a compilation of local and regional sources such as: the Coordinated Approach to Child Health
(CATCH), Kids Club Program, Network for a Healthy California, American Heart Association,
YMCA, and Team Nutrition.
The scope of the guide includes the activity objective, directions, required equipment, as well as
suggestions for variations of the game for different grade and age levels. A special note section
at the bottom of each page allows the facilitator to write down any observations or adjustments
that could be included when playing the same activity again.
The guide is divided into a series of sections with icons to help you identify the specific type of
activity:
Forty (40) physical activities, which are easily adaptable for both indoor and
outdoor use.

Eighteen (18) nutrition activities, which demonstrate how healthy eating can
be fun.
			
Daily nutrition and physical activity record sheet to help keep track of
weekly routines.
As after-school providers, your support and role modeling can be effective strategies for helping
children to eat healthier and stay active everyday. We hope you find using this guide to be
helpful, but most of all fun and rewarding!

Self-Assessment
Directions: This exercise is designed to help you determine why physical activity and nutrition education
are important to include in your after-school program. It also will help you to reflect on what personal
challenges you face when facilitating or participating in these types of activities with children in the
program.

1. Why is physical activity and nutrition education important to your after-school program?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
2. What are the health benefits of these types of activities for the children in your afterschool program?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
3. Do you participate in physical activities with the children in the program? Circle one.
					
YES NO
a. If YES, what activities do you do?

b. If YES, how often do you participate?

c. If NO, why not?

4. What are your personal challenges to facilitating or participating in a physical activity and/or
a nutrition education lesson to children in the program?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
5. What would help you to overcome these challenges?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
6. If you have no challenges, what methods have worked for you to encourage children and
yourself to participate in these types of activities?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
7. What words come to mind, when you hear “role model?”
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
8. Do you believe you are an effective role model for children in the after-school program? If
so, how?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Indoor and Outdoor
Activities

Pass the Hat
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork through a non-eliminating physical activity game.
Equipment: 6-10 items to pass (e.g. beanbag, frisbee, rubber ball. scarf), 6 cones.
Grade Level: K-4
Directions: Create file lines with 4-5 students per line, each with 1 item to pass. Stagger the
files around a marked course. Each file line begins jogging with the last student in line holding
an item to pass. On signal, the student sprints to the front. The object is passed back down
the line until it reaches the last person. This person then sprints to the front and the process
continues.
Challenges: Challenge students to set a goal as to how long they can jog or how long they can
complete without dropping “the hat.” Change the movement to skipping, galloping, or brisk
walking.
Variations for other ages: For younger children play with one long line.
Notes:

Hand It To Me, Partner
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity, regardless of skill level.

Equipment: 1 basketball, playground ball or smaller ball per student.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Students stand back-to-back with a partner, and exchange (hand) the ball from side
to side with a partner. To exchange, students with the ball turn to the right as their partner
turns to the left. Students immediately turn in the opposite direction and exchange the ball
again. Other directions could include through the legs and over the head.
Challenges: Holding a larger ball with both hands at waist level, legs together, students then
“wrap” themselves by moving the ball from 1 hand to the other in a circle around the waist, legs,
shins, and ankles. Change the wrapping direction often (e.g. from right/left to left/right) and
moving the ball quickly without losing control.
Variations for other ages: For younger children use small rubber balls.
Notes:

Sharks & Minnows
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Cones.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Designate 1 or 2 students to be “Sharks.” The remaining students are scattered
across one end line. They are the “Minnows.” On signal, the minnows try to cross to the other
end line without being tagged. If a minnow is tagged, he/she becomes a shark. Once students
have made it to the other end line, start again. Continue until all students are sharks.
Challenges: Change the locomotor movement to skip, gallop, or hop.
Variations for other ages: For younger children emphasize and review safe tagging.
Notes:

Keeping Your Flock
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: 8 cones, 4- 6 flags or scarves to identify the students that are “Its.”
Grade Level: K-4
Directions: With the cones, designate boundaries for one large area, and one smaller area in
the center. Designate 4-6 students to be shepherds (“Its”). The rest of the class is sheep.
Sheep begin playing in the smaller area in center, and shepherds begin on the perimeter of
larger, outside area. On signal, sheep attempt to move from the inner area to the outside
perimeter of the larger area. Shepherds try to “herd” the sheep by tagging them before
reaching perimeter. If tagged, sheep go to the outer perimeter and perform a prescribed
locomotor (skipping, knees high, jumping jacks, etc.) movement in a clockwise direction before
returning to the inner area and try again. If sheep reach the outside of the large areas, they
become shepherds.
Challenges: Change the number of “its” and change the locomotor movement to skip or gallop
for sheep and shepherds.
Variations for other ages: For younger children ensure both coned areas are smaller.
Notes:

Heart Alert
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: 4 cones, scarves or flags to identify the “Its.”
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: With cones, designate boundaries. Choose 3 students to be “Its.” All other
students are scattered in the designated area. On signal, students that are “Its” try to tag
the others. When tagged, students jog in place with hands on their heart saying “heart alert”
to signal others to come and save them. Students are saved when another student performs 5
jumping jacks with them. Students doing jumping jacks cannot be tagged.
Challenges: Change the activity to running or dancing in place for 5 seconds.
Variations for other ages: For younger children reduce the play space.
Notes:

Indoor Fitness Trail
Objective of Game
To promote moderate to high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Fitness Task Cards and Equipment (e.g. jump ropes, hula hoops, rubber
balls).
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Place several fitness task cards around the room to create 4 or more stations.
Fitness task cards can include: walk, run, slide side step, skip, hop, gallop, leap, jump, jog, tip-toe
walk, rabbit jump, kangaroo jump, gorilla walk, creep, crawl, fast walk, march, jump rope, push
ups, arm circles, arm scissors, bicep curls, and knees to chest. Divide the class evenly among
the stations. Describe and model each of the stations’ tasks prior to students starting the
circuit. On signal, students complete tasks at station. On “stop” signal, all stop. On “rotate”
signal, students move with groups to next station.
Challenges: Change the activity to running or dancing in place for 5 seconds.
Variations for other ages: For younger children change the fitness stations to include playful
activities (e.g. animal walks, noises, or dance).
Notes:

Non-Elimination “Simon Says”
Objective of Game
To promote various levels of physical activity and fun.

Equipment: None.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Divide students into 2-4 groups. Assign a leader to each group. Space groups
around the room. The leader performs various movements or exercises
(e.g. jumping jacks, stretches) by saying “Simon Says” to cue students to imitate the movement.
Other exercises can include: walk, run, slide side step, skip, hop, gallop, leap, jump, jog, tiptoe walk, rabbit jump, kangaroo jump, gorilla walk, creep, crawl, fast walk, march, jump rope,
push ups, arm circles, arm scissors, bicep curls, and knees to chest. If the leader does not
say “Simon Says” and students move, students go to a new group with a new leader. After a
designated time, rotate the leaders and change the designated locomotor movement.
Challenges: Change the activity to use movements that involve the whole body and require
minimal traveling.
Variations for other ages: For younger children change the fitness stations to include playful
activities (e.g. animal walks, noises, or dance).
Notes:

Fitness Leader
Objective of Game
To promote high levels of physical activity and fun.

Equipment: Fitness Cards (See Indoor Fitness Exercise), 1 shoebox per team, 1
cone per team.
Grade Level: 1-5
Directions: Divide students into teams of 5 (or more) players. Line teams up in single files.
Place a shoebox containing several task cards (face down) about 10 ft. in front of each team.
Place a cone in front of each team (to designate the starting point). Designate the locomotor
movement. On signal, the first student in line moves to the shoebox using the designated
locomotor movement, and draws a fitness card (e.g. walking, hopping) from the shoebox. After
replacing the card face down and announcing the exercise, the students and all teammates must
perform the exercise 10 times in unison and counting out loud together. The player returns to
the end of the team’s line. Repeat the process. The first team to have all of its players back in
their original positions earns a point.
Challenges: After a point is scored, have the first player on each team move 1 team to the right.
Encourage students to come up with unique fitness activities to add to the cards.
Variations for other ages: For younger children change the fitness stations to include playful
activities (e.g. animal walks, noises, or dance).
Notes:

Sit Down All-Class Volleyball
Objective of Game:
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: 2-8 beach balls or balloons, 4-6 cones (optional).
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Spread the class out evenly in a playing area and sit on the floor (cones may be
used to mark the perimeter of the area). Make sure to leave enough room between players for
them to freely swing their arms. Announce a “goal time” (how long the balls must stay in play).
Leaders toss the ball into play. The clock starts when the first ball is put into play. Players
attempt to keep the ball in play by hitting the balls with their hands to keep all balls from
touching the ground or going out of the playing area until the “goal time” is reached. Players
must remain completely seated at all times. The game stops when a) the goal time has been
reached, b) a ball touches the ground or gets out of bounds, or c) a player arises from the
sitting position.
Challenges: Divide the teams into smaller groups and rotate teams to play against one another.
Begin with 1 ball and add more balls each game. Encourage students to control the ball or
balloon.
Variations for other ages: For younger children begin with a shorter goal time and increase
gradually.
Notes:

Jump the Circuit
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: 1 jump rope per student, task cards, music (optional).
Grade Level: 1-5
Directions: Place ropes and task cards at stations arranged in a circle or rectangle around the
area. Task cards can include walking and jumping, hop and jump, jump side to side like a skier,
hop, jump forward and backward over a line, backward, partner jump with one rope, Assign
groups of 3-6 students to each station and designate the direction of movement around the
course. The course can follow any shape (circle, rectangle, or by number). Assign groups of 3-6
students to each station and designate the direction of movement around the course. Students
take their ropes from 1 station to the next. Teachers describe and demonstrate the task
at each station prior to start. On signal, students begin to jump at their designated station.
After a short time period (e.g. 30 seconds, 1 minute) signal groups to move to the next station.
Challenges: Ask students to create a new jump.
Variations for other ages: For younger children it might require more time to show them how
to jump. It also may require using shorter ropes or having the students wrap the rope around
their hands.
Notes:

Hoop Stations
Objective of Game
To promote high levels of physical activity that is fun and challenging for all activity levels.

Equipment: 1 hoop per student, plastic hoop task cards, 1 cone for each task card.
Grade Level: K-4
Directions: Place hoop task cards and cones 5-10 yds. apart in a rectangular or circular
formation. Hoop task cards can include: hooping around the waist, hooping around each arm,
hooping around knees, hoop from waist to knees, jump rope with the plastic hoop, hoops and turn
1 complete circle. Assign each group a station and designate the direction of movement around
the course. Each group reads their card and performs the task for 1-2 minutes. On signal, the
group rotates to the next station using a designated locomotor movement (e.g. jogging, skipping,
and galloping).
Challenges: Have students create their own trick to use as a hoop task card.
Variations for other ages: For younger children use simple and easy hoop task cards.
Notes:

Shark
Objective of Game
To allow all students an opportunity to enjoy being highly active regardless of their particular
skill level.
Equipment: 2 soccer balls for every 3 students, 4 cones.

Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Students are scattered in a designated activity area. Two-thirds of the students
have a ball; students without soccer balls are “sharks.” On signal, those with soccer balls
dribble, while the sharks attempt to gain possession of a ball. When the student loses his/
her ball, they then become a shark and attempts to obtain another ball. When students hear
“freeze,” they all stop moving.
Challenges: Decrease the activity area to make shuffling the ball more difficult. Add more
sharks to make dribbling more difficult.
Variations for other ages: For younger children use a larger area and fewer sharks to make
shuffling the ball easier.
Notes:

Jaws
Objective of Game
To promote cooperative skills development, active participation, and fun.

Equipment: one 24-ft. parachute
Grade Level: 2-4
Directions: Designate 4-5 students to be the “sharks.” The remaining students stand around
the chute holding the edge waste high with both hands. Students holding the chute chant the
Jaws the theme “Na-Na, Na, Na,” while shaking the chute hard. Each shark swims underneath
the parachute looking for food and randomly grabs 1 shaker by the ankles (gently). The shark
and shaker trade places. Shakers cannot peek under the chute!
Challenges: Choose one student to be the shark. The shark swims underneath the parachute
looking for food and randomly grabs 1 shaker by the ankles (gently). This person then joins the
first shark so now there are 2 sharks. This continues until waters are “shark infested.”
Variations for other ages: For younger children include more than one adult to facilitate the
activity. This game can with large groups as well.
Notes:

Steal the Apple
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: A lightweight item that’s easy to grab that won’t roll away, such as a
chalkboard eraser.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Divide the players in half and number the players on each team one through however
many players there are on the team. In an open area around the size of a basketball court
(great to use), line up the players on opposite sides farthest apart from each other. Place the
item (the apple) directly in between the two teams. The adult calls numbers out at random.
When a player’s number is called they have to get the apple and get back across their team’s
line before being tagged by the opposing player. If they get the apple and get back across their
line without getting tagged their team scores a point.
Guidelines
- Once you pick up the apple you can be tagged by the opposing player.
- You can kick the apple around to give you an advantage and a chance to pick up the apple
without being tagged.
- You can’t kick the apple across your line to win.
- You must have the apple in your hand while running across your teams line to get the point
for it.
- You can’t drop the apple on purpose so you don’t get tagged.
- If you don’t get the apple first, don’t give up. Tag the other player so they don’t get the
point.
- Keep it clean, no fighting or pushing.
Challenges: Once the kids get used to the game a bit, call multiple numbers at the same time
to have the kids work in a joined effort to get the apple back across the line. Tossing the apple
to each other is fine.
Variations for other ages: Ultimate Steal the Apple

Notes:

Ultimate Steal the Apple
Objective of Game
To promote high levels of physical activity and quick thinking.

Equipment: A lightweight item that’s easy to grab that won’t roll away, such as a
chalkboard eraser.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: This advanced version of Steal the Apple starts out by creating a large square.
Divide the kids into four groups and line each group up on one of the square’s sides. Find the
exact center of the square place for the “apple.” Once everyone is in place walk around the
square and number the kids on each side one through however many kids are in each group.
Start numbering each side from the right so its equal distance to the apple for everyone. When
a number is called out, the kid with that number from each side will run in for the apple. You can
call as many numbers as you want to make it more exciting.
Variations for other ages: Basic Steal the Apple
Notes:

Capture the Flag
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity and quick thinking.

Equipment: Cones (about 20), 2 flags.

Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Two teams find and capture the opposing team’s flag and get back to their side
without being imprisoned. The first team to get the flag back across to their side wins. The
setup is a large rectangle divided in half, which gives enough room for the kids to run around
in. Each side creates their own “Jail” (a small square made up of cones that is big enough
for 3/4ths of the opposing team can stand inside. The Jail’s are placed half way between the
dividing line and the back of the court and placed all the way to one side (Jails should be placed
on opposite sides of each other). Three cones are lined up along the back of each side. Each
team hides the flag under one of the three cones at the back of their area.
Once across the dividing line if you’re tagged you must go to jail. (There’s no sneaking out of
jail). The flag can not be thrown across the line. However if you have multiple people on the
opposing teams side you can toss the flag to each other. If you have the flag and are tagged, you
drop the flag at your feet where you’re tagged. The flag remains there until the team returns
it to the back, or the opposing team picks it up and runs with it again. Then you are escorted
to jail. Anytime you tag someone you must escort them to the jail by the hand. You can tag one
teammate out of jail. If you get past the jail guard and tag your teammate, both you and your
teammate get a free walk back to your side. You cannot attempt to go for the flag until you go
to your side first. Once the flag is found by the opposing team it can not be hidden under a cone
again. Teams should be as close to even as possible. Each team assigns one person to be the “Jail
Guard”. Their job is to make sure no one gets tagged out of jail. The guard must stay close to
the Jail at all times unless they are the only person left on their team.

Notes

Dodge Ball
Objective of Game
To promote competitive teamwork and high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: 6 Dodge balls.

Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Teams start on opposite ends of the divided court, balls spaced out evenly across
the dividing line in the middle of the court. Once the whistle is blown the teams run for the
balls grabbing them without crossing the line. If the line is crossed the player is out. Balls are
thrown at opposing team mates, once a ball hits the ground it’s considered a “dead ball” and is
safe to touch. If a ball hits you while it’s in play you’re out. If you catch a ball thrown at you,
the person who threw it is out and one of your team mates comes back into play. If your foot
crosses the dividing line or you step out of bounds you’re out. If your holding a dodge ball and
someone throws one at you, you can deflect/block the opposing ball using your own. First team
to eliminate all the opposing team wins.
Additional Info: Best played indoors so you don’t have to constantly run after the dodge balls.
If played outside play between buildings or in a fairly closed off area. Basketball courts tend to
make great dodge ball arenas.
Variations for other ages: Use softer smaller balls and shorten the distance.
Notes:

Four Square
Objective of Game
To promote individual moderate levels of physical activity and fun.

Equipment: Four Square ball or Kickball, Chalk/Soap based paint or a Four-square
Square.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: In the standard game, there are four squares painted on the ground, all touching
each other, making one, larger square. Each small square is roughly 8’ x 8’, but that’s not a hard
and fast rule. The ball used is the standard red ‘kickball’ or an official “four-square ball”. Each
player occupies one of the squares. The squares each have a rank order. The square with the
highest rank is called the ‘King/Queen’. The other squares sometimes have names, and sometime
don’t. The #2 square may be called the ‘Prince/Princess’. The #3 square may be called the
‘Dutch/Dutchess’, and the fourth square would be the Jester/Peasant Square.
To start the game, the King serves the ball by bouncing it in his square once and then hitting it
towards one of the other squares. The receiving player then hits the ball to any other player
and play continues until one of the following things occur:
1) A player hits the ball (or is hit BY the ball) before it bounces once in their square.
2) A player does not hit the ball before it bounces twice.
3) A player hits the ball out of bounds (it must land in someone’s square first).
Once a player is ‘dead’, they move back to the lowest ranking square. The other players then
move up to fill the vacancies. If there are more players than squares, that person goes to the
back of the line, and the person at the front of the line gets to move onto the lowest square
and play.
Variations for other ages: Format the square to be small and use smaller balls.

Notes:

Kickball
Objective of Game
To promote moderate levels of physical activity and teamwork.
Equipment: (4) Bases, kickball.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: This game is very similar to baseball. Place four bases in the shape of a baseball
diamond, and one for the pitcher’s mound. The outfield team has a bouncer/pitcher, a person on
each base, and outfielders. The team that’s up to kick, lines up out of bounds and one at a time
they go up to the plate to kick the ball out of the park.
-

Kickers stand diagonally behind the home plate with the foot they kick with on the
inside closest to the plate.
To pitch, the pitcher/bouncer tosses the ball causing it to turn into a low bounce over
the plate.
The kicker gets five pitches. If they don’t kick the ball in bounds after those five
pitches, they are out. The next kicker is then up and the player that got out goes to
the back of the line.
If a ball is kicked into the air and is caught by the other team that is an out.
If a player is tagged by the other team’s player with the ball while they are on their
way to a base that is also an out.
After 3 outs the teams switch, the kicking team plays outfield and the outfielders
kick.
You could either play a certain amount of innings or up to a certain score.
No throwing the ball at players to get them out (also known as butterflies). This not
only won’t count as an out but the runner will be able to continue running the bases
because the outfielders/basemen will have to run after the ball. The runner can also
kick the ball away from himself if it’s on the baseline or if it’s thrown at him/her.

Additional Info: It’s good to play in a wide open area. Watch out for fences since the kids can
kick the ball far.
Variations for other ages: Shorten the distance of the bases and use a larger ball.
Notes:

Relay Race
Objective of Game
To promote individual achievement in a team setting and high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Baton (e.g. marker, chalkboard eraser, rolled up piece of newspaper),
watch, cones.

Grade Level: 2-6
Directions: This event requires all teammates to work together to acquire a total team time.
Divide a large lap into 4-5 sections depending upon the number of persons on each team with
cones at each point. One person from the team will be placed at each cone. When the race
starts the first runner will run to the second cone and hand off the baton to that runner, then
second runner does the same to the third and so on until the last runner crosses the starting
point. The time will end when the last runner crosses the finish line.
Variations for other ages: Shorten the running distance and incorporate skipping or frog
leaping as an alternative.
Notes:

Animal Kingdom Relay
Objective of Game
To promote extremely high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Cones, baton (e.g. marker, chalkboard eraser, rolled up piece of
newspaper).

Grade Level: K-5
Directions: A relay race composed of a series of movements that imitate animals. Movements
such as the duck walk/waddle, bear crawl, crab walk, inch worm, spider lunge, and frog leap.
Teams will decide amongst themselves who will do which, but everyone must participate. The
participants will hand off the baton to the next person in their team once they reach them,
until the finish line is crossed. This is a timed event.
-Duck Walk/Waddle: Squat down to a position where your legs are below 90 degree angle, your
butt should be just off the ground. Once you’re in this position begin waddling toward your
destination.
-Bear Crawl: Hands and feet on the ground with your butt in the air, make your way to your
destination on all fours.
-Crab Walk: Sit down on the floor, knees bent with your feet flat on the ground. Place your
hands on the ground behind you and lift your body off the ground. You may go forward or
backwards, but whichever you choose you’ve got to get your body to your destination.
-Inch Worm: Stand straight up, bend over with your knees straight and place your hands on
the floor immediately in front of your feet. Slowly without bending your knees walk your hands
out in front of you until your in the push-up position then walk your feet up to your hands so you
end up in the starting position. Repeat until you get to your destination.
-Spider Lunge: Picture spiderman climbing up the side of a building. Your going to be spiderman
climbing across the floor. Start out in a wide armed push up position, keeping your butt down
bring your left knee up toward your left elbow while moving your right arm forward keep your
body low to the ground but don’t touch, then push yourself forward with your left leg and bring
your right leg up to your right elbow while reaching forward with your left arm, continue this
repeatedly until you cross your point of destination.

-Frog Leap: Squat down touching your butt to your ankles, spread your knees apart from each
other and place your hands on the floor between your thighs. You should look like you’re in a
frog like position. Spring forward as far as your legs with push you and land in the frog position
again, repeat until you get to your destination.
Variations for other ages: Incorporate other animal movements and sounds.
Notes:

Red Light/Green Light
Objective of Game
To promote moderate levels of physical activity in a non-competitive way.
Equipment: None.

Grade Level: K-6
Directions: In this game, one person plays the “stop light” and the rest try to touch him/her. At
the start, all the kids form a line about 15 feet away from the stop light. The stop light faces
away from the line of kids and says “green light.” At this point the kids are allowed to move
towards the stoplight. At any point, the stop light may say “red light!” and turn around. If any
of the kids are caught moving after this has occurred, they are out. Play resumes when the stop
light turns back around and says “green light.” The stop light wins if all the kids are out before
anyone is able to touch him/her. Otherwise, the first player to touch the stop light wins the
game and earns the right to be “stop light” for the next game.
OR
[This is one basically the same except that “It” is always facing the players]
Find a large field, or yard, about the size of a tennis court to a football field. All the kids line up
on one side. The person who is “It” stays in the middle of the field. When “It” says green light,
all the kids run as fast as they can. When “It” says red light, everyone stops. Whoever doesn’t
stop is out. “It” keeps saying red light or green light until all the kids are out or has gone from
one end of the field back to where they started.
Remember, don’t run too fast or when “It” says red light, you won’t be able to stop. You have
two seconds to come to a complete stop or hit the ground. Another hint is to always wear pants.
You can kneel or flop down on red light to stop yourself. Just be careful. The last person to
make it back to the starting line is “It.”
Variations for other ages: Shorten the distance and allow more time to travel. In addition,
you can incorporate more playful movement (ie. crawl, skip etc.)

Notes:

Red Rover
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and moderate levels of physical activity.
Equipment: None.
Grade Level: K-2
Directions: In this game, the kids form two opposing lines and attempt to “break through”
the opposing teams line. At first, two teams are chosen of equal size, and they form two lines,
facing each other and holding hands. One side starts by picking a person on the opposing team
and saying “Red Rover, Red Rover, send <Kid’s name> right over” The kid then lets go of his
teammates and begins a headlong rush for the other line. His goal is to break through the line
by overpowering the kid’s hold on each other. If he/she breaks through, he/she chooses one
person for the opposing team to join his/her team, and they both go back and join in their line.
If he/she fails to break through, he/she then becomes part of the other team. Each team
alternates calling people over until one team has all the people and is declared the winner. Note
that since all the players are on the winning team at the end, there really are no losers in this
game. There is no locking of arms to make it so that people can’t break through. No chopping
peoples arms with your hands to break through the chain.
Variations for other ages: None.
Notes:

Leap Frog Freeze Tag
Objective of Game
To promote individual high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: A large open area with boundaries, jerseys (optional).

Grade Level: 2-5
Directions: This is what you get when you take a basic game like tag and throw in a few twists,
like two people being it instead of one. These two people are “It” until everyone is “frozen”
(to freeze people you have to tag them). If you are tagged by one of the two people who are
“It,” you have to immediately squat down and freeze. The players who aren’t “It” and are not
frozen can leap frog jump over the frozen kids to unfreeze them. To “leap frog” over someone
you simply put your hands on their shoulders, spread your legs wide and jump over the person
squatting down. When being leaped over, stay in a low squat position and keep your head down
until the leaper has landed safely in front of you. The last two people who are frozen are “It”
the next round. If there are too many players for only two people to tag, make three or more
people “It.” You can give the people who are “It” jerseys.
Challenges: Choose an area with trees etc. that the kids can use as obstacles to evade each
other.
Variations for other ages: Incorporate “ribbet” sounds and use a smaller area with
boundaries.
Notes:

Flag Football
Objective of Game
To promote high teamwork and high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: Football, Flag belts, cones, whistle (optional).

Grade Level: 4-5
Directions: Use cones to set-up the distance of the playing field. Divide the kids into two even
teams. Teams are color coated with flags if you have enough of the two team colors or you could
use jerseys, this will keep the kids organized. It’s a basic “two completions” game.
-

Game starts with the team captains playing rock paper scissors to figure out who
receives.
The ball is either thrown or kicked off. (Throwing tends to be more accurate.)
The team in possession of the ball gets four downs to get a “first down” a first down
is given to the team once they make two passing completions. Runs don’t count as
completions.
The quarterback can not run unless the other team rushes in.
2-3 players must stay behind the line of scrimmage to block the quarterback. Once
the team rushes in those players can go across the line of scrimmage and receive a
pass thrown to them by the quarterback.
Ball is placed at the point where the flag is pulled.
Defense only gets one rush/blitz every four downs and can rush with as many players
as they want.
No tackling or foul play
Each touchdown is counted as one point.
If either team is off sides when the ball is “hiked” the ball is either moved forward or
backward five lunges depending on which team was penalized
Defensive pass interference is penalized by giving the offence an automatic first down
and five lunges forward from the line of scrimmage.
Offensive pass interference is penalized with loss of a down and five lunges backwards
from the line of scrimmage.

Additional Info: Blockers and rushers should be switched out every play so that everyone is
constantly moving. On off-sides or pass interference penalties the person who was responsible
does the lunges to move the line of scrimmage.
Variations for other ages: Shorten the distance of the playing field.
Notes:

Free Play Circuit
Objective of Game
To promote fun and variety with high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: Choose equipment appropriate for each activity on the circuit.
Grade Level: K-4
Directions: Set up a series of games/events that are going on at the same time. The games
can be anything from four-square to football, to playing on a jungle gym. It’s best if you have
1 option per group of 4, basketballs, footballs, kick balls, jump ropes, and tether-balls, even
frisbee’s and things like that are good to have so the kids can decide where they want to start.
Each station is numbered. You get 15 minutes per station. After 15 minutes, blow the whistle
for all of the kids to rotate to whatever is the next number station.
-

No standing still, everyone has to be doing something.
If someone wants to play there is no excluding them from a game, even if there is too
many people find a way to rotate out substitutes.
If you don’t like the games available to you create your own, safe, active game. There’s
no problem in making up new games.
No fighting.
Have fun!

Variations for other ages: Incorporate dance and/or silly animal interpretations into the
activities.
Notes:

Jump Rope
Objective of Game
To promote fun and variety with high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: 1 rope per person, 4 cones, music (optional).
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Scatter the jump ropes and students in a large area. On signal (or when the music
begins), students jog through the activity area, leaping over ropes. When the signal or music
stops, students pick up a rope and jump in place. Begin again and remove a few ropes. On signal
or when the music stops, students must now jump simultaneously with a partner and 1 rope. The
cycle of jogging, jumping, and removing ropes continues several times until half the ropes are
left and all students are jumping in pairs.
Some suggestions for jumping:
1st round 30 seconds jogging, 15 second jumping.
2nd round 30 seconds jogging, 20 second jumping.
3rd round 45 seconds jogging, 30 second jumping.
4th round 1 minute jogging, 45 seconds jumping.
Variations for other ages: Use a variety of locomotor movements to move throughout the
activity area (e.g. skipping, galloping).
Notes:

Flag Tag
Objective of Game
To promote individual high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Flag belts with two flags on each belt.

Grade Level: K-6
Directions: A free for all game of tag. Everyone is “It,” so no one is safe. Each player wears a
belt with two flags on it. Each player’s goal is to get as many flags as possible before they lose
both of their flags. The person with the most opponents’ flags at the end wins that round.
-

Flags must be completely visible at all times.
No pushing, holding or tripping other players to get their flags.
Stay in the boundaries set.
Once you’re out wait at a designated area until the game is over then get you tag
them.
No cheating. This means no tying your flags so they can’t be pulled off.

Variations for other ages: Use a smaller area.
Notes:

Long Jump
Objective of Game
To promote individual achievement in a team setting and high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Sand pit / grassy area, measuring tape, cones.
Grade Level: K-6
Directions: The original long jump. The jumper gets a lead run to the jump line where he/she
will jump as far as possible forward. Distance will be recorded from the first place the feet
hit. One person at a time, no crossing the jump line (automatic do-over), measured from the
jump line to the first point of impact with the feet. Unless the jumper falls backwards then
measurement is taken from where their hands fall.
Variations for other ages: None.
Notes:

High Jump
Objective of Game
To promote individual achievement in a team setting and high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: Masking tape, tape measure, fairly tall wall.
Grade Level: 2-6
Directions: Jumpers are tried on their vertical jumping capabilities. The person jumping stands
directly next to the wall with a piece of tape between the tips of their fingers, from a squatting
position they will jump straight up and slap the tape against the wall. This will indicate their
jump height and be easy to measure. One person at a time, no running start.
Variations for other ages: None.
Notes:

Obstacle Course
Objective of Game
To promote individual achievement in a team setting and high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Hurdles, 10 cones, playground/monkey bars, stopwatch, and potato
sack (optional).
Grade Level: 2-6
Directions: Start out staggering 5 cones in a zig zag formation spreading them each about 10
feet apart. Following the cones put up 6 hurdles with about 10 feet between each hurdle, make
the hurdles lead to the playground/ monkey bars. After the monkey bars, set a distance for
the participants to potato sack hop across, and finish by staggering another 5 cones followed
by approximately a 25 yard dash to the finish line. Individuals will start by side shuffling
around the first 5 cones, and then they will leap over the first hurdle then army crawl under
the second, leap over the third, under the fourth and so on until their done with the hurdle
section, they will then continue to the monkey bars or obstacle you created at the playground.
Once through the play area they will climb into the potato sack and hop across about a 25 yard
stretch to the last set of cones. There they will sprint around each cone and sprint through the
finish line to receive their time.
Variations for other ages: Shorten distance and get assistance from other adults or older
kids to help guide students through the course.
Notes:

Relay Team Obstacle Course
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Hurdles, cones, playground/ monkey bars, stop watch, and potato sack
(optional).
Grade Level: 2-6
Directions: Everyone on the team must participate in order for their time to be recorded. Each
obstacle must be executed properly or they must do that obstacle over again. Only one team
goes at a time. This activity is set up the same as the Obstacle course; the only difference is
that the event will be a team work event. There will be one person from the team at the end
of each obstacle at the starting point, after the cones before the hurdles, after the hurdles
before the monkey bars, after the monkey bars, before the potato sack, and after the sack
before the cones. The first person will get passed their obstacle and tag the next person in line,
that person will take over until he/she reaches the next person along the course. If there is not
enough people on the team to stand at each station the first person should go immediately to
the last station after tagging the second teammate. In this situation the first person will also
be the fifth and he/she will both start and finish the race.
Variations for other ages: Shorten distance and get assistance from other adults or older
kids to help guide students through the course.
Notes:

Tug-O-War
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and moderate levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Tug-o-war rope, 6 cones.
Grade Level: 2-6
Directions: Tournament style event where team 1 will go against team 4 and team 2 against
team 3, etc. winner goes against winner, loser against loser until you have your final standings,
1st-last place. Highest point count goes to first place and 0 points for last place.
Two cones in the middle will represent the tug-o-war line, once one person from the opposing
team is pulled across the line that team is out. Two lines of cones will be set evenly away from
the tug-o-war line; these will be the starting lines for the two teams.
Variations for other ages: Use shorter ropes and use a soft padded area.
Notes:

Shot Put
Objective of Game
To promote individual achievement in a team setting and high levels of physical activity.
Equipment: Softball or 6lb. shot put, tape measure.

Grade Level: 2-6
Directions: Make a circle with a 2 yard diameter, pick a specific direction that you will be
throwing in, shot putters will be placed in that circle, shot put in their throwing hand held at
their cheek with their elbow down and back. They can use as much room in the circle as needed
but cannot cross over the line when throwing. Measurement will be taken from the shot put/
softballs first point of impact to the closest perimeter of the circle. No crossing the throwing
circle, measurements taken from first impact point. Measurements will be added together to
come up with a single score for each team.
Variations for other ages: Use a light weight shot put and shorten the distance.
Notes:

Outdoor Physical
Activities

See Ya Later Alligator
Objective of Game
To have fun through a non-eliminating physical activity game.
Equipment: 1 plastic hula hoop per group of 3, 8-10 jump ropes, 2-3 scarves or
markers, 4 cones.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Scatter students and hoops in a designated activity area. Place jump ropes around
the outside of the activity areas. Choose 3 students to be “its”, and give each a scarf or marker
as an identifier. On signal, students skip through the designated area to avoid the “Its.” If
tagged by an “It”, the student must jump rope 10 times before rejoining the activity. Students
may stand in a hoop to avoid being tagged. A student may only enter a hoop that is already
occupied by standing in the hoop and saying to the student who is in there, “See ya later,
alligator!” Upon hearing the “See ya later, alligator,” the students must immediately leave the
hoop. A student may not go back to the same hoop he/she occupied.
Challenges: Change the distance of the hoops and/or use fewer hoops to make tagging easier.
Variations for other ages: For younger children play at a slower pace until students are able to
move comfortably.
Notes:

Frisbee Baseball
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity.

Equipment: 4 cones, 8-10 Frisbees (1 Frisbee per student).
Grade Level: 2-4
Directions: Group students in groups of 8 or more (4 throwers and 4 fielders) per field. The
playing field consists of 4 cone bases (each cone represents 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and home). After
throwing the frisbee, a student runs to the base while trying to avoid getting “out” by being
tagged by a fielder with the student’s own frisbee. If a frisbee is caught, without touching the
ground, it is considered an automatic out. After 3 outs, switch sides.
Challenges: Change the movement to skipping, galloping, or brisk walking.
Variations for other ages: For younger children play with a kick ball and ensure the bases are
shorter in distance.
Notes:

Jackhammers
Objective of Game
To promote high levels of physical activity regardless of student’s skill ability.
Equipment: 1 basketball or playground per student, 4 cones.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Scattere students in an area marked by 4 cones. On signal, students begin
dribbling the ball in place. Repeat several times, and then switch to opposite hand. On stop
signal, the students hold the ball in the ready position (knees bent, hand holding sides of ball
with elbows out). Repeat several times, and then switch to non-preferred hand. Students are
encouraged to count how many times they can bounce or dribble the ball. This game can also be
played in a relay using groups of 4 -5 students per team.
Challenges: Add movement into the activity area when the students have control. Begin with
a walk, and then build up to a quicker movement such as skipping or brisk walking. Encourage
students to keep their head up and eyes off the ball.
Variations for other ages: For younger children play with a kick ball and ensure the bases are
shorter in distance.
Notes:

______________________________________________________________

Mirror Me Tag
Objective of Game:
To allow all students an opportunity to enjoy being highly active regardless of their particular
skill level.

Equipment: 4 cones, 3-5 scarves or flags to identify the students that are “Its.”
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Mark an open activity area marked by cones and scattered the students. Designate
3-5 students to be “its”. On signal, “Its” try to tag the other students. Tagged, students
immediately imitate a swimmer, rollerblade, bike rider, or runner. Tagged student are free to
move again after another student comes by and mirrors the activity for 5 seconds.
Goal: Encourage creative, interactive fun and play.
Challenges: Change the “Its” every 2-4 minutes.
Variations for other ages: Incorportate animal sounds and silly action moves.
Notes:

Come and Get It
Objective of Game
To allow all students an opportunity to enjoy being highly active regardless of their particular
skill level.
Equipment: 1 soccer ball per 2 students, 4 cones.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Divide students into 2 teams. Designate 3 parallel lines 15-20 yds. apart. Place the
balls on the middle line. Team members stand facing the balls side by side on their respective
line. On the command, “Come and Get It,” all students run to the centerline, attempt to get a
ball, and dribble it back to their line. They many NOT kick it. Students left without a soccer
ball attempt to legally take 1 from a member if the other team and shuffle it back to their line.
Students who reach their line with a ball are considered “safe.” Direct students to shuffle the
ball back to the center and then repeat the game.
Challenges: Increase the distance between lines to promote more activity. Remove some balls
to make it more difficult.
Variations for other ages: For younger children begin with moving slowly at first (walk).
Notes:

Five-Catch Keep Away
Objective of Game
To promote teamwork and high levels of physical activity regardless of skill level.
Equipment: 1 basketball per group of 6 students, one colored flag per student,
space should include the distance of one basketball court.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Form groups of 6(2 teams of 3), each with a ball. Divide the court/fields into
thirds (3 small areas). To distinguish the teams, have students strap on different colored
flags (e.g. yellow vs. green). This activity is a game of keep away. Teams attempt to complete
5 consecutive passes without dropping or having the ball intercepted. The game begins with 1
team starting to pass. Game rules include: if the ball is dropped or intercepted, the other team
gains possession. Only 3 dribblers are allowed, then the player must pivot or pass. Passes must
travel at least 5 feet. After 5 complete passes, 1 point is awarded and the other team takes
possession.
Challenges: Only allow the ball to be held for 3 seconds. Require a specific type of pass to be
made (chest, bounce pass, overhead pass, etc.).
Variations for other ages: For younger children decrease the passing travel to 3 ft. and use a
smaller area.
Notes:

Nutrition Activities

Exploring MyPyramid for Kids
Objective of Game
Students will learn that foods are divided into food groups and learn the colors that represent
the food groups.
Materials: Copy of MyPyramid for Kids poster, copies of MyPyramid for Kids
handout, paper, pens/crayons, food pictures.
Grade Level: K-4
Directions: Hang the MyPyramid for Kids poster where the students can see it. Ask students
to describe what they see – colored stripes, pictures of food, stairs, etc. Point out that
everyone needs food to live and grow, but if people eat too much of some foods high in sugar
and fat, they don’t have enough room to eat other foods that are good for them. Name each
food group and ask students to name healthy choices from each of the food groups. Discuss
each food group. Ask students to identify the foods they know that are shown on the poster.
What are some other foods from each group that they know about? Ask if the students know
what a “grain” is. Grains come from plants like wheat, corn, and oats to make foods like bread,
cereals, and tortillas. Popcorn is a grain-group food too. The yellow stripe represents oils.
Have the students notice how thin the stripe is. Most people don’t need to eat very much oil.
The stairs represent physical activity. Ask students to tell some of the ways they are physically
active. Give each student a copy of the MyPyramid for Kids handout. Have the students draw
or paste a picture of a smart food choice from each group and write in the name of the food
group.
Notes:

MyPyramid Challenge
Objective of Game
To learn about foods in MyPyramid.
Materials: 2 MyPyramid for Kids posters, a variety of foods/products from all
food groups (have at least 15 items available, okay to use empty cartons or
boxes), 2 orange cones.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Set up food items on the ground about 20 feet from a designated starting line.
Place a MyPyramid for Kids poster at each starting point. Have students form a line behind
each cone. Talk about MyPyramid and foods belonging in each group. Call out a food group such
as “Milk” and have the students run up to the foods on the ground and pick out a food from the
milk group. Students then return to the starting line and the next food group is called.
Notes:

Watch What You Eat
Objective of Game
Children learn what a healthy lunch can be and how it may be improved.

Materials: Paper, pencil or pen, MyPyramid for Kids poster.
Grade Level: 2-5
Directions: Briefly review the copy of MyPyramid. Ask the children to get out a piece of blank
paper. Have them fold it lengthwise into thirds. Ask the children to remember what they ate
for lunch. Have them write the foods in the first column on their paper. In the second column,
have them write the food group from which they think each food came and see if it was a
balanced lunch. In column number three, they should list any food(s) that they would add to the
meal to make it well balanced.
Notes:

Choosing Healthful Foods Lesson Idea
Objective of Game
Recognize that eating a variety of healthful foods is fun, helps you feel good and is good for
your heart.
Materials: Making Healthful Choices Activity Sheet, nutrition labels, magazines
with food pictures, four pieces of poster board (or space on a bulletin board for
four displays).
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Invite children to plan some healthful meals. Label four pieces of poster board (or
four spaces on a bulletin board) Breakfast, Lunch, Snack and Dinner. Divide the children into
four small work groups. Assign each group one of the four meals. Have children look through
magazines and find pictures of healthful foods that they might eat for their assigned meal.
Then have children talk in their groups to select a good combination of foods to include on their
display. Before the groups arrange their display, discuss their choices with them. For example,
if one group has chosen fried eggs for breakfast, point out that it is best to limit the amount of
fried food a person eats. Encourage children to think of other healthy choices (such as a bowl
of oatmeal). Have each group present its choices to the rest of the class.
Distribute the Making Healthful Choices Activity Sheet. Tell children to use the facts they
know about healthful foods to choose the three most healthful foods for each meal. Point out
that some of the foods they do not choose may also have nutritional value. However, they should
choose the most healthful foods first. Have children discuss their choices.
Notes:

NA M E

M a k i n g Healthful Choices

Choose three foods that would make the most healthful breakfast.

Circle them.

Choose three foods that would make the most healthful lunch.
Circle them.

Choose three foods that would make the most healthful snack.
Circle them.

Choose three foods that would make the m o s t healthful dinner.
Circle them.

NO M B R E

Tomar decisiones saludables
Escoge tres alimentos para obtener el desayuno m á s saludable.
Haz un círculo a su alrededor.

Escoge tres alimentos para obtener el almuerzo m á s saludable.
Haz un círculo a su alrededor.

Escoge tres alimentos para obtener el “snack” m á s saludable.
Haz un círculo a su alrededor.

Escoge tres alimentos para obtener la cena m á s saludable.
Haz un círculo a su alrededor.

More or Less
Objective of Game:
Students will learn which foods are healthier and which ones are less so.
Materials: Large piece of paper, markers.
Grade Level: K-3
Directions: Draw a simple scale on a large piece of paper and label one side More and the other
side Less. Discuss the meanings of the words more and less as they relate to eating more fruits
and vegetables and less sugar and fat. Point out that while it is important to eat a variety of
foods, it is also important to eat more of some foods and less of others.
Use the scale to find out what students know about more and less healthful foods. Invite them
to suggest foods to list on each side of the scale. What foods should be eaten more often?
What foods should be eaten less often? For example, students might suggest that candy bars,
ice cream, French fries and fried eggs should be listed on the Less side of the scale, and apples,
lettuce, wheat bread and low-fat yogurt should be listed on the More side. As students make
their suggestions, ask them to explain why they think the food belongs on that side of the scale.
Notes:

Healthy Eating Out
Objective of Game
Students will then be able to make a menu for a fictitious restaurant that contains good food
choices from each of the areas of MyPyramid.
Materials: MyPyramid for Kids poster, menus from local restaurants, writing
paper, markers, pencils.
Grade Level: K-3
Directions: Read several menus from local restaurants. Ask the students whether those
meals sounded healthy. Why and why not? Divide students into groups of 3. Discuss with the
students MyPyramid and each of its areas. Ask and then discuss with class a few beginning
suggestions of healthy foods they might want to see on a menu when they go out to eat.
Instruct students to come up with a creative name for their restaurant, design the cover of the
menu, and to come up with at least two meals and/or desserts that include items from each of
the groups on MyPyramid.
Notes:

Fixin’ Fruits & Veggies
Objective of Game
Children brainstorm ways of preparing fruits and vegetables.
Materials: Paper and pencil or pen for each group, small pieces of paper and a
box.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Place names of different fruits and vegetables in a box. Create groups of 4-6
children, including a range of ages in each group. Give each group a piece of paper and a pencil
or pen. Ask the group to choose one child as the recorder. Have each group pick the name of a
fruit or vegetable out of the box. Give each group 3 minutes to come up with as many different
ways as they can to prepare the fruit or vegetable they picked.
(Before starting give an example:)
Banana-plain, on cereal, in a milk shake, on a sandwich with peanut butter, in a yogurt and fruit
smoothie, in banana bread, in a banana split.
When time is up ask each group:
• Which fruit or vegetables did your group have?
• Is it a fruit or a vegetable?
• How many different ways did you come up with to prepare your fruit/vegetable?
Next ask each group to circle which preparation ideas they think are the healthiest. Does it
have added fat and sugar? Ask if anyone has other ways to prepare that fruit or vegetables.
Variations for other ages: Show pictures of fruits and vegetables.
Notes:

Powerful Art
Objective of Game
Children create art projects that illustrate what they have learned from the nutrition activities
and bring their art projects home to share with their families.
Materials: One sheet of plain paper for each child, crayons, markers, and/or
colored pencils. Optional: scissors, glue, colored paper, and pictures of fruits/
vegetables/physical activity.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Set out art supplies. Tell the children that they are to create their own art
project (drawing, painting, poster, etc) that illustrates what they have learned about fruits and
vegetables and physical activity, such as:
• Why elementary school kids should eat 2 ½ to 5 cups of fruits and vegetables every day.
• How to eat your recommended cups of fruits and vegetables every day.
• How to get at least 60 minutes of physical activity every day.
• Different ways to prepare fruits and vegetables.
• Your favorite fruit or vegetable.
When children have finished their art project, have each child present it to the group and then
take it home to share with their families.
Notes:

Strawberry Relay
Objective of Game
To learn about the importance of eating breakfast.
Materials: 2 small tables, 6 bowls, 1 box of low sugar cereal with less than 6
grams of sugar such as Cherrios or Kix, 3 spoons, 9 plastic strawberries, 3
orange cones.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Place 3 cones, 10 feet apart, marking starting point. Space the bowls evenly on the
table. Fill bowls with cereal. Have students form equal lines. Ask how many students have had
breakfast that morning. Discuss why breakfast is important, and how students can add more
fruits to their breakfasts (such as strawberries or raisins). On the “Go” signal, students will
pick up the spoon and scoop one strawberry from the bowl. Students carry the berry on the
spoon to the table and put the strawberry on the cereal. The students run back to the start
line and hand their spoons to the next person. That person will pick up one berry and runs with
it to the cereal bowl. Students repeat this until all three strawberries are on their cereal and
the spoons are in the empty bowls at the starting line.
Variations for other ages: Jumping, skipping, hopping can be substituted for running.
Notes:

Food Bowling
Objective of Game
Students will be able to knock down the less healthy foods while keeping the healthier foods
upright.
Materials: 9 playground rubber balls, 30 empty ½ gallon milk or orange juice
cartons, (you can also use 2-liter soda bottles, with the labels removed),
duct tape or string to form the lanes, assorted pictures of foods such as
fruit, bread, candy, chips.
Grade Level: K-4
Directions: Use duct tape or string to form the lanes. Cover the cartons or bottles with the
pictures of foods. Set up cartons or bottles as bowling pins. Each student receives 3 balls for
bowling. Instruct the students to roll the ball toward the cartons trying to knock down the less
healthy foods and keep the healthy foods standing. (The leader at this station can demonstrate
for the students, if necessary).
Notes:

What Food Am I?
Objective of Game
Students will be able to guess different foods by asking questions.
Materials: Pictures of food, tape.

Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Using pictures of food, have as many food pictures as there are students. Explain
that this is a guessing game and that they will be guessing what food they are. Students must
guess what food they are by asking only “yes”/”no” questions. For example, “Am I a vegetable?,”
“Do you eat me with a spoon?,” “Am I green?,” etc. Students continue to ask questions until
they guess what they are. Tape a food picture onto each student’s back. Make sure they
don’t look. Play the game until all students have guessed what food they are. Give hints only if
needed.
Notes:

Fruit and Vegetable Name Game
Objective of Game
Introduce children to new fruits and vegetables.
Materials: 10-12 different fruits and vegetables, pencils, paper, knives, cutting
board, paper napkins, large paper bag.
Grade Level: 3-5
Directions: Have the group sit in a circle. Hand out paper and pencils. Show and name each
fruit and vegetable. Pass the item around in the circle to give the kids a chance to use all of
their senses to learn about the fruit or vegetable. Tell the children that they should try to
remember each item and its name. One at a time, pull each item out of the bag and hold it up
for the group to see. Give the kids a minute or two to write down the name of the fruit or
vegetable. Place each item down in front of you in the order that you pull the items out of the
bag. Continue until all of the fruits and vegetables are pulled from the bag. Let the kids review
their answers. Sample the produce!
Variations for other ages: Reduce the number of fruits and vegetables to memorize.
Notes:

Guess the Mystery Vegetable
Objective of Game
To learn about different vegetables the children may not know.
Materials: 4 different vegetables, 4 boxes (large shoe boxes with cover will
work), scissors.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Use scissors to cut holes in the boxes large enough to put a hand through. Have
the students feel the vegetable and guess what each one is. You might want to have paper
napkins nearby.
Notes:

MyPyramid Go Fish
Objective of Game
Giving students additional practice sorting foods into groups.
Materials: MyPyramid Go Fish cards. See site coordinator for cards.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Print copies of MyPyramid food cards and cut along dotted lines. One set is fine
for a class of 10-12 students. Put students in groups of four and distribute 30 cards. The
dealer deals out four cards to each student and place the rest in the middle. The first student
asks the student sitting to his or her left (the second student) “do you have a banana?” If
this person does, he or she says “Yes I do” and hands the card to the first student, who then
places the pair of cards on the table. The first student is then able to ask the next student a
question. If the second student doesn’t have a fruit, he or she replies, “No I don’t have a fruit.
Go fish” and the first student can take a card from the pile in the middle. It is then the second
student’s turn to ask the question to the third student for a card. The students continue to ask
questions and find cards until all the pairs are found.
Notes:

Rainbow Mysteries
Objective of Game
Children complete fruit and vegetable riddles and place fruits and vegetables in the correct
color group.
Materials: Copy of one Rainbow Mysteries worksheet (Spanish and
English) for each pair of children, pencil or pen for each pair and
fruits and vegetables (or pictures of them) to use as extra clues.
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Ask the children to think about their favorite fruits and vegetables and what
colors they are. Discuss the importance of eating different colors of fruits and vegetables
every day by explaining:
- Fruits and vegetables have colorful plant nutrients call phytonutrients that help
our bodies fight disease. “Phyto” means plant in Greek. Nutrients are the things in
food that help you live and grow. Phytonutrients help give a plant its color.
- It’s important to eat many different colors of fruits and vegetables to help get all
the different phytonutrients and vitamins that our bodies need to be healthy.
- There are five color groups of fruits and vegetables: blue/purple, red, orange/
yellow, green, and white.
Ask the children which color group they think a banana would belong to. It belongs to the
white, not the yellow, because you don’t eat the yellow peel. A red apple still belongs to the red
group because you eat the red skin. Ask the children to name a few fruits or vegetables from
each color group. Have the children pick a partner. Hand out one Rainbow Mysteries worksheet
(7A) and a pencil or pen to each pair. Give them 10 minutes to complete as many of the riddles
as they can. When time is up, go over the answers with the group. Ask the children:
What were the color of the fruits and vegetables in the Rainbow Mysteries? (Compare
their answers with the colors listed on the answer key and tell them about any other colors that
they missed).
Were there any new fruits or vegetables that you have never heard of? Are there any
new fruits or vegetables that you would like to try?
Encourage the children to try eating at least one fruit or vegetable from each of the five color
groups during the next week.

Variations for other ages:
Instead of working in pairs, gather them together in a circle. Read each riddle from the
Rainbow Mysteries worksheet to them and let the children work together to get the answers.
Notes:

Memory Ball
Objective of Game
Children will name a fruit, vegetable or type of physical activity as they toss the ball to another
child.
Materials: Copy of one Power Up! worksheet, one ball (or other safe object) for
every 4-6 children.
Grade Level(s): K-5
Directions: Review fruits, vegetables, and power play ideas listed on the Power Up! worksheet
(2A) with the children. Create groups of 4-6 children of similar ages and give each group a ball
or other safe object to toss. Form a circle and when you say “Go!” have the children toss the
ball to someone across the circle from them. Have the children remember who passes the ball
to them and whom they pass the ball to. When the ball is tossed, the children will name a fruit
that hasn’t been named already. Have the children quickly line up behind the person with the
ball and keep moving forward. The ball should be passed overhead until it gets to the end of the
line. The last person in line says, “We’ve got the power!” The children then get back into their
circle for another round. Change the categories from fruits to vegetables to physical activities
in the next rounds.
Variations for other ages: Have the children sit in a circle and roll the ball to one another.
Notes:

Grab the Flag
Objective of Game
To have the children grab flags from one another. Those who had their flags pulled must name
one fruit or vegetable to rejoin the game.
Materials: One flag (handkerchief, scarf, tissue streamer) for each child.
Grade Level: 1-5
Directions: Give a flag to each child and have him or her tuck it in at the hip (belt, waist band,
pocket). Say “Go” to start the game. Every two minutes say “Stop”. Tell the children when
their flag gets pulled, kneel down beside it. If they can’t think of a fruit or vegetable, they have
to keep kneeling. Play until there is no one left standing – when no one can think of a fruit or
vegetable that hasn’t been named already. As an alternative, play for a set period of time.
Variations for other ages: You may wish to separate younger children (5-8 years old) from the
older children and have them play a separate game.
Notes:

Carrot Hop
Objective of Game
To collect 3 carrots from the basket.
Materials: 6 Baskets or bowls, 9 carrots, plus extras, 3 orange cones to mark
starting line
Grade Level: K-5
Directions: Place 3 cones to mark the starting lines. Place a basket or bowl in front of each
cone. Place another 3 baskets or bowls with 3 carrots in each about 20 feet from the starting
cones. When you say “Go,” 3 students jump (not run) to the basket that is located 20 feet in
front of them. Students each pick up 1 carrot and jump back to the orange cone, placing the
carrot in the collection basket. Students repeat until all 3 carrots are in the basket in front of
the starting cone. Have students return carrots to starting position for next race.
Notes:
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Resource List

Nutrition and Physical Activity Resources
After School Physical Activity

San Diego County Office of Education
6401 Linda Vista Road
San Diego, CA 92111-7399
www.afterschoolpa.com

American Heart Association
1710 Gilbert Road
Burlingame, CA 94010
www.amhrt.org

California AfterSchool Network
University of California, Davis
One Shields Avenue
Davis, Ca 95616-8729
www.afterschoolnetwork.org
California Healthy Kids Resource
Center
313 W. Winton Ave.
Hayward, CA 94544
www.californiahealthykids.org

CATCH Kids Club

601 FlagHouse Drive
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ, 07604
www.sph.uth.tmc.edu/catch/

Center for Collaborative Solutions
1329 Howe Avenue, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95825
www.ccscenter.org

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention
4770 Buford Highway, NE, MS/K-24
Atlanta, GA 30341-3717
www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa

Network for a Healthy California
Children’s Power Play and Latino
Campaigns
P.O. Box 997413 MS-7204
Sacramento, CA 95899-7413
www.dhs.ca.gov/ps/cdic/cpns
National Cancer Institute

6130 Executive Boulevard
Executive Plaza North, Room 4055C

Bethesda, MD 20892
www.cancer.gov

President’s Council on Physical Fitness
and Sports
200 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20201-0004
www.fitness.gov

United States Department of
Agriculture

Team Nutrition
3101 Park Center Drive, Room 632
Alexandria, VA 22302
www.fns.usda.gov/tn

